
PIRON TRAYSPIRON TRAYS
For an increasingly versatile oven



SPECIAL TRAYS
No limits to your creativity.  

For every recipe or cooking requirement, we have a 
selection of special trays and grills just for you!

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?  
BOOST YOUR OVEN’S VERSATILITY!



SPECIAL TRAYS 
BAKING

DEMETER 

Features
With its perforated aluminium structure, it ensures evenly 
cooked baguettes.

Cooking results
Consistently crispy and fragrant food.

LEC30004|Special baguette tray.

ATHENA

Features
Thanks to its heat-retaining structure, it can be used in a 
continuous cycle. 

Cooking results
Exceptional growth and incomparable crispness. 
Recommended for food such as pizza, pita bread, naan bread 
and fresh bread in general.

LEC30063|Special baking plate.

APHORODITE 

Features
Aluminium tray with high heat conductivity. 

Cooking results
Even cooking for a soft, tasty and yet crispy pizza.

LEC30027|Special pizza tray.

JUNO

Features
Thanks to its non-stick coating, there is no need to use non-
stick sprays or other additives to retain all the natural flavour of 
food. 

Cooking results
Evenly cooked food, always with a crunchy crisp finish.

LEC30012|Special baking tray.
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EN 600x400 aluminium perforated tray 5 canals with support.
600x400 mm (WxDxH)

EN 600x400 aluminium plate.
600x400 mm (WxDxH)

EN 600x400 pizza tray.
600x400x20 mm (WxDxH)

EN 600x400 aluminium teflon tray.
600x400x20 mm (WxDxH)



SPECIAL TRAYS 
PASTRY COOKING

HERMES

Features
Tray with 8 moulds measuring 120 mm in diameter, with a non-
stick coating to prevent food from sticking.

Cooking results
Quick and accurate cooking, easy to replicate for consistent 
results. Ideal for fried eggs or omelettes, pancakes, tarte tatins 
and shortcrust pastry bases.

LEC30029|Special tray for pastries and eggs.
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EN 600x400 eggs tray.
600x400x20 mm (WxDxH)

HERA

Features
It has a non-stick coating and can be used to easy obtain up to 
30 loaf cakes in a single cooking cycle. 

Cooking results
Guarantees even cooking, food comes out easily even without 
using additives.

LEC30028|Special loaf tin.

EN 600x400 plum cake tray.
600x400x20 mm (WxDxH)
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SPECIAL TRAYS 
GASTRONOMY
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Features
Simulates various cooking techniques – sautéing, frying, 
browning, au gratin – for meat, fish and vegetables.

Cooking results
It allows you to use less fat, ensuring quick and light cooking.

LEC30043|Special non-stick tray.

ARTEMIS 

Features
Thanks to the grill’s special design, you can arrange spare ribs 
vertically for a real barbecue effect. It also helps the natural loss 
of cooking fat, which is collected in the Teflon-coated drip pan. 
Also available in its steel version KGI01163.

Cooking results
Perfectly grilled spare ribs, just like on a barbecue. 

KGI00163|Special grill for spare ribs.

HEPHAESTUS

Features
With this special grill, you can cook up to 8 chickens at the 
same time. Thanks to the Teflon-coated drip pan, it also collects 
cooking fat for optimal results without dirtying the oven too 
much. Also available in its steel version KGI01164.

Cooking results
Food is cooked quickly and evenly until perfectly golden brown.

KGI00164|Special chicken grill.

APOLLO  

Features
Teflon-coated aluminium grill that can also be used when cold 
and always produces perfect marking.  

Cooking results
Perfectly grilled, light and tasty food in just a few minutes.

GRI30124|Special vegetable grill.

GN 1/1 aluminium non-stick tray.
530x325x20 mm (WxDxH)

GN 1/1 grill for ribs with drip teflon pan for fat.
530x325 mm (WxDxH)

GN 1/1 grill for chickens with drip teflon pan for fat.
530x325 mm (WxDxH)

GN 1/1 aluminium antistick grill.
530x325 mm (WxDxH)
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SPECIAL TRAYS 
GASTRONOMY

POSEIDON  

Features
Special plate with a heat-retaining structure to grill meat or 
fish.

Cooking results
Ensures quick and even cooking, exceptional external marking 
on food for an unbeatable result.

LEC30062|Special grill plate.

URANUS   

Features
Special heat-retaining plate with non-stick coating, ideal for 
griddled meat, fish or vegetables, as well as pizza and fresh 
bread.

Cooking results
Extremely versatile plate that guarantees quick and even 
cooking thanks to its special structure. It reduces the use of 
cooking fat and always ensures excellent browning.

LEC30065|Special non-stick plate.

GN 1/1 non-stick teflon ribbed plate.
530x325 mm (WxDxH)

GN 1/1 non-stick teflon flat plate.
530x325 mm (WxDxH)

HESTIA

Features
Six-portion tray with non-stick coating.  

Cooking results
Perfectly cooked eggs in just two minutes.

LEC30041|Special egg tray. 

GN 1/1 eggs tray.
530x325 mm (WxDxH)



Via Belladoro, 25 / 35010 Cadoneghe (PD) Italy
Tel.  +39 049 9624228 Fax. +39 049 8877433
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